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Abstract: Sorting Persian strings is a common challenge for many users that develop web-based database
applications. This issue occurs more frequently while using Persian data. To the best of our knowledge almost
many versions of several DBMS do not support Persian strings sorting properly. In this paper we present a
Java pattern for solving this issue. Our object-oriented solution consists of three classes and one interface
which have been implemented in the Java programming language. The advantage of our approach is that it is
generic and could be generalized to other languages and special cases in a routine way. Furthermore our
algorithm does not affect database records due to the usage of array for sorting records. In addition a practical
usage of this pattern is presented in this paper. Finally we mention that as usual the total cost of our algorithm
for sorting n Persian strings is 0(nlogn).
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INTRODUCTION The order for some letters are not the same. For

Persian is the most important Indo-European whereas in Persian, they appear in opposite order
language in Southwestern Asia. In fact Persian has three and ``Waw'' is prior to ``Heh''.
major dialects namely Farsi (Western Persian, the national
language of Iran), Tajik (the national language of In Figure 1 the list of all Persian characters and their
Tajikistan) and Dari (Eastern Persian, one of the national Unicodes are presented. For more details about Unicodes
languages of Afghanistan). Almost 75 million people [3-6].
speak Farsi, around 20 million speak Tajik and 30 million Many versions of most current DBMS (e.g. MySQL
use Dari.  Furthermore  Persian   is   spoken   by  around and Microsoft SQL Server) do not have support for
50 million speakers as a second language. Unicode strings. In particular the Persian sorting is a

Persian and Arabic letters are similar but they are not challenging issue and for this reason it has been
exactly the same. The Persian alphabet contains the investigated  extensively   by   many   developers  over
Arabic alphabet and four additional letters. In fact Persian the web. For instance in [7] the author presented a
and Arabic alphabets are consisting of 32 and 28 basic functional  solution using the PHP programming
letters respectively. In the following some of differences language. His approach is based on the strategy of
between these two alphabets are given. For more reading  data from database, storing in an array and
information see [1, 2]: calling a function which is responsible for Persian sorting.

Arabic alphabet lacks four letters namely ``Peh'', in Java. Our pattern is flexible to support special
``Tcheh'', ``Jeh'' and ``Gaf''. characters and other Unicode-based languages. The idea
There exist some letters in both alphabets which behind this solution is to simulate Persian characters and
have Arabic and Persian versions. For example Persian strings in such a way that for each character in a
Arabic ``Kaf'' and ``Yeh'' are different from Persian Persian string, its order in the Persian alphabet is
ones. specified.

example in Arabic alphabet ``Heh'' is prior to ``Waw''

In this paper we have designed an object-oriented pattern
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Fig. 1: Persian Characters

Fig. 2: The UML diagram of our Java pattern

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Ordered Persian Characters Interface: This interface has
Section  2  our  Java  pattern  for  sorting  Persian strings been  designed for storing Persian characters according
is given. Section 3 is devoted to our algorithm, its to  their  order in the Persian alphabet. In fact this
correctness  and  its time complexity. In Section 4 the interface consists of only one array filed that keeps track
usage  of  our   pattern   in   some   web-based of 32 ordered Persian letters.
applications  is  considered.   Finally   Section  5 is
devoted  to  conclusions.  Due  to the page limit, the Persian Character Class: This class describes any
source code of the classes of our pattern can be Persian character and has two fields (char ch[], int order)
appended on demand. for handling the character and its order in the Persian

Our Pattern: Our Java pattern consists of 3 classes and (&#nnnn;), the field for handling the character is a
one  interface  which  are  prototyped  in  the  following. character array of size 7. This class also has a constructor
As usual each string consists of some characters, so we and the following three methods:
have considered two classes Persian Character and
Persian String. The UML diagram of our pattern is given Set Order() for setting the order of the character in
in Figure 2. the Persian alphabet.

alphabet. Since we consider each character by its Unicode
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Get Order() which returns the order of the character. Output: SortedPersianStrings which is Strings sorted
To String() which has been overridden for this class.

Furthermore, this class implements Ordered Persian
Characters interface. In fact by creating a Persian
character, its order in the Persian alphabet is set. That is,
set Order() is invoked in the constructor of
PersianCharacter class.

Persian String Class: This class has one array list of
Persian characters. In the constructor of this class we
tokenize the given Persian string to Persian characters
using ';' as a separator. This is because the Unicode of
each Persian character ends with a semicolon. This class
overrides to String() method and implements Comparable
interface. As usual two (Perisan) strings will be compared
lexicographically.

String Tokenizer Class: This class is responsible for
separating a given Persian string into Persian characters
using ';' as a separator. String Tokenizer implements the
Iterator interface. More precisely, this interface has three
methods (next(), has Next() and remove()) which are
implemented by String Tokenizer. We note that in our
context there is no need to implement remove() method.

Correctness and Complexity of Our Algorithm: In this
section we present our algorithm for sorting Persian
strings. To this end, note that to sort Persian strings, we
have to create a new Persian string for every given string.
In fact for each string, we construct an object of the
Persian String class. The characters of this new string are
exactly the characters of the given string but with slight
changes in the order of its characters. For example in

 which is a Persian name (Hooman in English) the

order of its first character is prior to the order of its
second character in the Arabic alphabet (which happens
in most DBMS) whereas in the object created by Persian
String the order of the first two characters is exchanged as
it is in the Persian alphabet. In other words, in the Persian
alphabet  the  order  of  characters (from right to left) are
31, 30, 28 and 29 while in the Arabic alphabet are 26, 27, 24
and 25.

In the following our algorithm for sorting Persian
strings is presented. obvious that the complexity of creating Persian strings is

Algorithm 1: Sorting Persian strings

Input: Strings, an array of strings.

lexicographically in the Persian alphabet.

Process:

Create a PersianString for each string in Strings.
Put created Persian strings in an array named
PersianStrings.
Sort PersianStrings using Bubble sort algorithm:
n  Persian Strings. Length
for (i = 0; i < n; i + +)
for (j = 0; j < n – I; j +  +)
if(Persian Strings [I] compare To (Persian Strings [j])
> 0)
Persian Strings [I]  Persian Strings [j]
Sorted Persian  Strings Persian Strings.

Remark 3.1: One can note that the usage of Bubble sort
in our algorithm is due to its simplicity and depending on
the context any other sorting algorithms can be used.

Remark 3.2: We mention that our algorithm does not
affect database records due to the usage of array for
sorting records.

The following theorem justifies the correctness of our
pattern:

Theorem 3.2: Algorithm 1 sorts Persian strings correctly.

Proof. The proof follows from the argument that two
Persian strings are compared in a character by character
manner as usual. Since the order of characters has been
set according to the Persian alphabet and since Persian
fields are of type PersianString and the method
compareTo has been implemented in this class, records
are sorted properly. That is the strings are compared
correctly and hence the theorem follows.

In the following the complexity of our solution for the
Persian strings sorting is discussed:

Theorem 3.3: The complexity of Algorithm 1 is 0(nlogn),
where n is the length of the input array of strings.

Proof. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is equal to the
complexity of creating Persian strings from given strings
plus sorting an array of Persian strings in usual way. It is

O(n). Furthermore Persian strings can be sorted in
0(nlogn) time in the worst-case using merge sort
algorithm. Henceforth the complexity of Algorithm 1 is
0(nlogn).
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A Practical Usage: In many applications, it is
indispensable that several data which are retrieved from
a database to be presented in a special format. For
instance, a user may want to browse data which are sorted
by one field ascendingly or descendingly. Now if there
exist some Persian fields in the retrieved data, then using
the facilities of the DBMS (e.g. the ``ORDER by’’
command) will not guarantee sorting data. As mentioned
earlier using our pattern we can tackle this challenge. CONCLUSIONS

In order to explain the usage of our pattern more
clearly we consider a sample use-case of students. The In this paper we have presented a Java pattern for
steps for showing data in the correct format are as sorting records of Persian strings. This approach can be
follows: useful for anyone who develops web-based and stand-

Retrieve records of students from the database. solution is generic, it can be used for other languages and
Convert Persian fields to instances of PersianString contexts with special characters. The extra cost of sorting
class. In fact for every student a new object is n Persian strings is only the cost of converting Persian
created in which the type of its Persian fields is strings to the type of PersianString and because of the
changed to PersianString. limited length of strings, this cost is of order 0(n).
Place new records in an array. Henceforth the total cost of our algorithm for sorting
Sort the array based on the desired field. Since Persian strings is 0(nlogn) which is the same as the
Persian fields are of type PersianString and the complexity of sorting ordinary strings. We also mention
method compareTo has been implemented in this that our algorithm does not affect database records due to
class, records are sorted properly. the usage of array for sorting records. Finally we note that

As an experiment we include the following figure database for storing the grades of students of a faculty in
which is taken from a system which uses our Java pattern a university and the results admit the correctness of our
for sorting Persian strings: solution for sorting name and family of students in each

As a matter of fact we first run the following query: counting sort for reducing the complexity of our algorithm

Select * from Student_Course INNER JOIN Students 
ON Student_Course.std_id = Students.std_id REFERENCES
Where prof_crs_sem_id = '56'

Then we store the output of the above query in an Internationalization and Unicode Conference,
array of Persian strings and then applied our algorithm to Washington, DC.
it in order to obtain a sorted array. It can be seen that the 2. Akhgari, E., 0000. Personal notes (available at
records are sorted on the family and name fields correctly. http://ehsanakhgari.org/article/php/persian-sorting-
In fact the family  comes before mysql).
and they both come after  and before . But
if one tries to use the simple “order by” command in SQL,
the result (which is not sorted as in Persian alphabet) is as
follows:

alone database applications. Furthermore because our

our algorithm has been implemented with Java and MySql

class.

Future Works: Generalizing our Java pattern for sorting
Persian strings to other Unicode based languages is the
subject of more research. Furthermore using other
optimized algorithms for sorting string like quick sort and

is under progress.
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